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A. Introduction 
The bbjecti ve of image processing i s  t o  perform sane type o f  
process on an image, such as a photographic transparency o r  X-ray, so 
that certain image qualities such as brightness and contrast. are en- 
hanced, while utidesi rabl e qua1 i t ies  such as blurriness and distortion 
are attenuated. In the past decade high-speed general-purpose digital 
computers have reached the stage o f  development where digital processing 
o f  images has become feasible. Formerly, image processing was performed 
almost entirely by optical means which required elaborate and accurate ' 
processing equipment, as we1 1 as excessive preparation and set-up 'time. 
In contrast, image processing by digital computer requires very l i t t l e  
setup tine, has increased accuracy, greater operational flexi b i  1 i ty, and 
has the added advantage o f  performing nonl inear mathemati cal operations 
with re.1 ative ease. 
The theory of image processing by digital computers can best be 
explained by f i r s t  discussing the basic theory of optical image proces- 
sing. Optical image processing i s  a technique i n  which two-dimensional 
fmage functions are illuminated by a light beam and processed by a 
system of lenses, photographic transparencies, and other optical elements. 
A typical optical image processing system is described by Andrews and 
Pratt [I]. Thts system which is comprised o f  .lenses, photograph-ic 
transparencies, and .a l i g h t  source is shown on Figure 1-1. A transpa- 
rency of the original Image i n  the xl , yl plane w i t h  transmittance 
f(xl ,  yl)  i s  illuminated by a l i g h t  beam so that the electric field 
amplitude o f  the 1 l g h t  a t  the i n p u t  plane i s  proportional to  f ( x l  , y1 ). 









filter plane. The l ight electric field amplftude, F(x2, y2), a t  the 
f i l t e r  plane can be described by the two-dimensional Fourier transform 
where X is the wavelength o f  the l i g h t  illuminating the transparency arid 
d i s '  the' fbcal length of the lens. This relation can also be written as 
by defining u and v as 
27~ ii = 8 x2 and v = j - ~  y2 
The variables u and v am called the spatial frequencies i n  the Fourier 
transform plane having dimensions of cycles per u n i t  length. The rela- 
tionship given by equation (2)  then permits one to  describe an image i n  
tern o f  i t s  spatial frequencies which result when a Fourier transform 
i s  made o f  the image function. A f i l t e r  transparency w i t h  a transmit- 
tance function, H(u ,v) , can be inserted at  the f i l t e r  plane to modify 
the amplitude and phase o f  the 1 i g h t  there, and hence modify the spatial 
frequencies. A second spherical lens, as shown i n  Figure 1-1, will per- 
form an inverse Fourier transform to return t o  the spatial domain. The 
electric field distribution, g(x3, y3), i n  the output plane 1s then the 
inverse Fourier transform o f  the H(u,v) [ ( u ~ v )  product and represents 
the processed image. 
A major problem experienced with op t i ca l '  processing systems i s  
the constnrctfon o f  f i l t e r  transparencies. One technique i s  to  l e t  
dens4 ty variations on a transparency represent amp14 tude functions, and 
to  l e t  .thickness variations represent phase functions. Unfortunately, 
variable thicknessh ft l  ters are rather df fficul t t o  construct. Other 
types o f  f i l t e r  transparencfes require relatively complex optical 
syst+ns. 
The operatton perfomd by a lens i n  the optical 9mge proces- 
sing system can be perfoned mathematical ly by a digital computer since 
the operation can be described by a two-dimensional Fourier transform 
function. A block diagram of a digital image processing system i s  
shown on Figure 1-2. The image t o  be processed i s  scanned by some type 
of scanner which converts the pictorial inforrnati on to a two-dimensional 
continuous ana1,og signal , f (x,y) , which represents the gray scale varia- 
t ions of the image. The analog signal is then digitized by an analog 
t o  d ig i ta l  converter and stored. The dig1 tized image data is repw- 
sented by f(m,n) and is nothing more than a two-dimensional number array 
with elements proportional to the image spatial gray scale values. We 
w i l l  restrict ourselves to a square image so that the f(m,n) number 
array w i l l  always be an NxN array w i t h  the m and n integer denoting the 
- array row and column numbers, respectively. A two-dimensional discrete 
Fourier, transform o f  the f(m,n) array is  represented by F(k,l), which 
i s  also an NxN array that represents the spatial frequency components 
of the image i n  the spatial frequency domain. Some type of mathematical 
operation i s  then perfomd i n  the frequency domain to a1 ter  the ori- 
ginal  imige. T h i s  operation, denoted by H ( k , l ) ,  can be a spatial fre- 
quency f i l t e r  which a1 ters the frequency and magnitude of the spatial 
* 
frequencies, or i t  can be some other mathematical operation such as a 
data correlation operation. The ease w i t h  which a linear or nonlinear 
mathematical operation can be performed i n  the spacial frequency domain 
i s  what makes digital image processing so attractive. An inverse two- 

dimensional discrete Fourf er transformati on is performed and the d ig i  - 
tized data o f  the a1 tered image i s  denoted by g(m,n). The digitized 
data i s  then converted back to an analog signal, g(x,y) , which i s .  pro- 
cessed by the image scanner to create an improved image. 
The original objective for this research paper was t o  be able 
t o  demonstrate how various types of image f i l ters ,  represented by 
H(k,l)  i n  Figure 1-2, are employed i n  the processing of images. To 
achieve this objective required a thorough understanding o f  the theory 
and properties of Fourier transforms. Therefore, both one-dimensional 
and two-dimens i onal Fourier transforms, for both continuous and discrete 
functions, are discussed i n  la ter  sections. The FORTRAN computer pro- \ 
gram that was written to perform a two-dimensional di'screte Fourier 
transform i s  also included. 
Recently, transform operations other than the Fourier transform 
have been developed. These transforms require less computer time and 
are better suited for certain mathematical image processing operations. 
A description o f  other transform which incl udes the Walsh/Hadamard, 
Karhunen-Loeve, and Haar transform is presented by Andrews [ Z ] .  
6 .  Imge Filtering Theory 
The theory behind the use of two-dimensional Fourier transforms 
i n  image filtering i s  presented by Andrews, Tescher, and Kruger [3]. 
The theory i s  based on the assumption that i f  an object that i s  being 
photographed can be described as a two-dimensional function, $(x,y), 
then the photographic image becomes 
where (6,q) are the spatial coordinates o f  the object o f  interest and 
g(Sr~rx,y)  i s  a function describing the e f fec t  o f  the optical  devices 
on dts tor t ing the object i n  generating the image. The g ( ~ , ~ , x , y )  func- 
t ion has often been referred t o  as the point-spread function or impulse 
response o f  the system, because the image would equal the point-spread 
function i f  a point  source o f  l i g h t  (a Dirae del ta  function) were the 
object o f  tnterest. I f  the point-spread function i s  invar iant  t o  s h i f t s  
i n  the d e l t a  function, then 
g(Fsqsxs~) g(x-Ssy-q) (5) 
which suggests tha t  the image i s  r e a l l y  a convolution o f  the object w i th  
the point-spread functton. That i s ,  
f(x*y) = $(~ ,Y) *~OLY)  
where * denotes convol ution. 
The re lat ionship given by equatidn (7) states that  a distor ted 
image f(x,y) o f  an object i s  a resu l t  of the convolution o f  the object 
g(x,y) with a function g(x,y), which represents the image distor t ion.  
But convolution i n  the spat ia l  domain i s  equivalent t o  mul t ip l ica t ion 
i n  the 'spat ia l  frequency domain. I f  u and v represent the spat ial  f r e -  
quency components, then 
F(u,v) = o(u,v) G(u,v) (8) 
This relat ionship is. the key t o  image f i l t e r i n g .  Let H(u,v) be a spat ia l  
frequency f i 1 t e r  def i  ned as 
H(u*v) = l /G(usv) ( 9 )  
Multf ply ing both sides of equation (8) by H(u,v) results i n  the *la- 
ti onshi p 
Therefore, the original object can be recovered from the image by em- 
ploying a spatfa1 frequency f i l t e r ,  that represents the inverse o f  the 
df stortton functlan, and then performing an inverse Fourier transform. 
In practice, only an approximation o f  the optimum spat ia l  frequency 
filter can be determined because the exact character is t ics o f  the d is-  
tortion funct ion G(u ,v) cannot be determined. 
An Image, as sensed by the retina o r  recorded on photographic 
f i l m ,  can be considered as the product o f  two components: an i l lumlna-  
tion funct ion and a reflectance function. These two components are 
considered t o  be independent o f  each other. The i l luminat ion  funct ion 
describes the i l luminat ion,  o r  brightness, o f  a scene whi le the re f1  ec- . 
tance funct ion describes the deta i  1 , o r  sharpness, o f  a scene. Thus, 
an image can be represented as 'a two-dimensional spat ia l  funct ion ex- 
pressed i n  the form 
I(~,Y) = i(x,y) r(xsy) > 0 (11) 
where I(x,y) i s  the image and i(x,y) and r(x,y) are the i l luminat ion  
and reflectance components, respectively. More detai led discussions 
o f  the re lat ionship given by equation (11) are presented by Oppenheim, 
Schafer, and Stockham [4] and Gold and Racier [5]. The i l luminat ion  
funct lon can be considered t o  encompass the lower spat ia l  frequency 
components o f  an image while the ref lectance funct ion can be considered 
t o  encompass the higher spat ia l  frequency components. 
Two frequent objectives i n  image processing are dynamic-range 
compression and contrast enhancement. Oyvami c-range compression i s  
achieved by decreasing the l ight - to-dark ra t i os  o f  an image. This can 
be achieved by a modified in tens i t y  I '  (x,y) related t o  I(x,y) as 
where Y i s  chosen t o  be posit1 ve but  less than uni ty.  This w i l l  de- 
crease the amplitude o f  a l l  the spat ia l  frequency components and pro- 
vide dynami c-range compressi on. 
To enhance the contrast, o r  lend more sharpness t o  the edges 
o f  objects, the value o f  Y i n  equation (12) must be chosen t o  be greater 
than unity.  This w i l l  Increase the amplitude o f  a l l  the spat ia l  f re -  
I t  i s  c lea r  t ha t  dynamic-range compression and contrast enhance- 
ment are conf l  i c t i  ng objectives . TO achieve dynami c-range compressi on ' 
requires a. Y less than un i t y  whi le contrast enhancement requires a Y 
greater than unity. This can be r e c t i f i e d  by separating the reflectance 
and i 1 lumination functions, modifying each w i th  d i f f e ren t  gammas, and 
then recombining t o  form the modified jmage. The modified in tens i t y  i s  
then given by 
In (x,y) = iYi (xsy) rYr(x,y) 
where Yi i s  less than un i t y  t o  compress the dynamic range and Yr i s  
greater than un i t y  t o  enhance the contrast. These gamma range selections 
w i l l  r e s u l t  i n  attenuation o f  the lower spat ia l  frequency components 
and amp1 I f i c a t i  on o f  the h i  gher spat ia l  frequency components. Consi - 
dering an image t o  be the product o f  an i l luminat ion  funct ion and a 
ref lectance function, l e t  the image be represented by the modified i n -  
tens i t y  function, th.at i s ,  
f(x,y) = I"(x,y) 
A l l nea r  o r  nonlinear f i l t e r i n g  process can be performed on the 
image described by equation (13). The linear f i l t e r i n g  process i s  known 
as h-orphic f i l t e r i n g  and i s  discussed i n  de ta i l  by Gold and Rader 
[5]. The hononwrrphic f i l t e r  1s dlrected W a r d  separating the reflec- 
tance and 11 lumination funitjons , performing a separate linear f i l t e r i n g  
operation on each component, and then recambining the components t o  
obtain the processed image. To simplify notation, let  the image be 
represented by 
The illwnination and reflectance components can be separated by a loga- 
rf thm operation to  get 
Ix3r 
= l n f  = yiln fW 
x31 
+ Yr In rw 
Let the 1 ogari thm functions be represented by 
m = In i and n = I n  r w w x31 X31 
so that  equation (16) can be written as 
\ 
The equivalent o f  the above relationship i n  the spatial frequency domain 
where u and v are the spatial frequency variables. The form of equation 
(19) permits a linear filtering operation to be performed i n  the spatial 
frequency domain where the values of Yi and Yr are controlled by the 
characteris t i cs  o f  the spatial frequency f i l ter .  A spatial. frequency 
f i l t e r  having the general shape shown i n  Figure 1-3 will attenuate the 
lower spatial frequencies. and amp1 i fy the higher spatial frequencies. 
The complete homomorphlc filtering operation is  presented i n  Figure 1-4. 
If a mathematical operation i s  not performed to separate the 
illumination and reflectance components prior t o  the filtering operation, 
* 
then the filtering process i s  considered t o  be nonlinear. The nonlinear 
filtering operation i s  presented i n  Figure 1-5. 
V 7 - Frequency 
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Figure 1-4. Linear Image Filtering System 
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Figure 1-5. Nonlinear Image Fi 1 t e r t n g  System 
C. Examples o f  L inear and Nonlinear Spat ia l  F i l t e r i n g  
Access t o  equipment necessary f o r  scanning and d i g i t i z i n g  the 
gray l eve l s  o f  actual  photographic images was no t  ava i lab le  f o r  the  
, F(U , v ) ~ ( u  ,v) Inverse 




wrftfng o f  t h i s  paper. Therefore, a simulated image cons is t ing o f  
nine gray code l eve l s  was devised t o  demonstrate the  e f fec t s  o f  d i f -  
f e ren t  spa t i a l  image f i l t e r s .  The simulated image consists o f  the 
l e t t e r s  F, T, and U with gray l eve l s  o f  8, 6, and 4, respect ively.  
A hor izonta l  l i n e  under the l e t t e r s  has a gray l eve l  o f  two and the  
image background has a gray l e v e l  o f  un i ty .  The 32x32 array repre- 
Image F i  1 t e r  
H(u,v) 
I 
sent ing the d i g i t i z e d  gray code l eve l s  o f  the simulated image i s  shown 
on Figure 1-6. The two dimensional-discrete Four ier  transform o f  the 
ar ray i s  a lso a 32x32 array o f  complex numbers. As discussed i n  
Section 3.0, h a l f  o f  the elements o f  t he  two-dimensional d isc re te  
Fourier transform array correspond t o  negative spat la1 frequency 
values and are the conjugates o f  t he  p o s i t i v e  spa t i a l  frequency values. 
Further, these conjugate pa i r s  and the3 r absolute values are symmetrical 
about the zero-zero reference po in t  i n  the spa t i a l  frequency domain. 
The absolute values o f  the complex array elements f o r  one quadrant o f  
the spat ia l  frequency array are shown i n  Figure 1-7. Notice t h a t  the 

' Figure 1-7. Magnitude o f  One Quadrant o f  the Image 
Spati a1 Frequency Array 
values are greater mar the origin. This indicates .that the lower 
spatial frequencies are predominant which is a characterfstic of most 
images. The high  value a t  the origin represents the average gray level 
of  the Image. 
A shading plot program developed by the Martin Marietta Corpo- 
ration Data Center a t  Orlando was used as a gray level image display 
device. The program i s  capable of displaying seven distinct gray 
shades on a cathode ray tube. Since nine gray shades were selected 
f o r  the original image, all  gray levels are proportionately decreased 
and truncated to  integers for display purposes. The display of the 
original image is sham on Figure 1-8. The natural logarithm o f  the . 
magnitude o f  the elements o f  the corwsponding two-dimensional Fourier 
transform are shown on Flgure 1-9. The logarithmic display o f  the 
elements compensates for  the large magni tude variations and permits 
a seven-bit gray level dlsplay o f  the spatial frequency elements. 
Four different types of spatial image f i l ters  were selected to 
demonstrate the nonlinear image filtering system shown i n  Figure 1-5. 
The characteristics of the four f i l ters  are shown on Figure 1-10. The 
spatial frequency f i l t e r  i s  a function o f  the variable f where the 
variable I s  defined as 
The k and 1 variables represent the row and column numbers, respecti- 
vely, of the two-dimensional Fourier transform array. The two most 
basfc types o f  spatial f i l t e r s  are the low pass and h i g h  pass f i l ters .  
The characteristics o f  the low pass f i l t e r  are shown i n  Figure 1-10(a). 
T h i s  f i l t e r  passes the average value and lower' spatial frequency com- 
ponents and blocks the higher spatlal frequencies. As mentioned 
Flgure 1-8. Original Image 
Figure 1-9. Logari thmi c O i  spl ay 
o f  Fourier Transform. o f  
Original Image 
(a) Low Pass Filter 
(c )  High Pass Filter 
0 5 10 15 20 25 
(b) Band Pass F i l t e r  
1 I I 1 I -f 
0 5 10 15 20 25 
(d) Combination High Pass/Low Pass F i  1 ter  
Figure 1-10. Spati a1 Frequency Fi  1 t e r  Characteristics f o r  Nonl inear 
ImageProcessingSystem 
previously, the Fourier transform array consists o f  conjugate paf n 
which represent pos i t i ve  and negatfve spat ia l  frequencies. Therefore, 
the ftlter i s  un i t y  a t  f equal twenty so that the conjugate corres- 
ponding t o  the negative spatial frequency value' i s  passed. This 
property w i l l  be true o f  a l l  the spat ia l  f i l t e r s  discussed. The w- 
sulting low pass f i l t e r e d  image i s  shown i n  Figure 1- l l (a ) .  The low 
pass filter has the tendency t o  make the edges less defined and i n -  
crease the average gray shade level. 
To f 11 ustrate the con t r i  buti  on o f  the average value component, 
which corresponds t o  f equal to zero, the low pass f i l t e r  w i th  a zero 
average value as shown by Figure 1-lo(&) was t r i ed .  This f i l t e r  has 
the charac ter is t i c  o f  a band pass f i l t e r  which can be designed t o  pass 
a selected band of spat ia l  frequencies. The band pass f i l t e r e d  image 
i s  shown on Figure 1- l l (b ) .  Blocking o r  attenuating the average value 
component decreases the darkness o f  the image. 
The high pass f i l t e r  which passes only the higher spat ia l  f re-  
quencies i s  presented i n  Figure 1-10(c). The corresponding high pass 
filtered image i s  shown i n  Figure 1 - l l ( c ) .  Only the edges o f  the 
l e t t e r s  are out l ined which indicates tha t  the high spat ia l  frequency 
components are necessary t o  achieve sharpness o f  edges i n  an image. 
Processing o f  an X-ray w i th  a high pass f i l t e r  might disclose the 
outline o f  an object, such as a tumor, that  was unnoticeable i n  the 
un f i l t e red  image. 
A f i l t e r  which combines the character is t ics o f  the low and high 
I 
pass fflters i s  presented i n  Figure 1-10(d). This filter attenuates 
the lower spat ia l  frequencies and ampl i f ies the higher spat ia l  f r e -  
quencies. This type of f i l t e r  whitens the image and adds sharpness t o  
(a) Law Pass Filtered Image (b) Band Pass Filtered Image 
6. ma..  .g . 4 
a 
(c)  High Pass Filtered Image (d)  High Pass/Low pass 
Fi l tered Image 
Figure 1-11. Nonlinear Spatfa1 filtered Images 
20 
the edges. This type o f  f t l t e r  results In the image- shown i n  Figure 
1 - l l ( d ) .  
Four different types o f  spatial image f i l t e r s  were selected to 
demonstrate the linear image filtering syst'ern depicted on Figure 1-4. 
The characteristfcs o f  the four f i l t e r s  are shown on Figure 1-12. All 
four curves attenuate a t  the lower spatial frequencies and amp1 ify a t  
the higher spatial frequencies. The curves have a peak amplitude a t  
f = 22.5, which corresponds t o  k and 1 both being equal to 16 i n  
equation (20). The arrpli tudes decrease a t  the higher frequencies t o  
provide identf cal properties for t h e  negative, or conjugate, spatial 
frequency components. The exponential fi 1 ters increase exponenti a1 ly . 
over the full range of frequencies, where the S-filters are essentially 
constant a t  lower frequency values befok increasing exponentially a t  
the higher frequencies. These curves are representative o f  the many 
different types of spatial f i l t e r s  that can be selected for linear 
image filtering. 
Application of the h i g h  gain exponential f i l t e r  having the pro- 
pekties shown i n  Figure 1-12(a) results i n  the image shown i n  Figure 
1 3 ( a )  The results clearly show that the linear filtering technique 
i s  superior. The tendency i s  to add sharpness to the edges and lighten 
the oyeral 1 image. Both dynami c-range compressi on and contrast enhance- 
ment are achieved. Application of the low gain exponential f i l t e r  re- 
sults i n  the image s-hown i n  Figure 1-12(b). Decreasing the gain  
whitens the image, yet retains the sharp edges. 
'' 
The S-fi 1 t e r  characteristics of Figure 1 -12(b) provide darker 
edges and lighter overall images than the exponential f i l ter .  This i s 
demonstrated by the image i n  Figure 1-13(c) which i s  a result of the 
(a) High and Low Gain Exponential Filters 
(b) High and low Gain S-Filters 
Ff gure 1-12. Spatial Frequency Filter Characteristics 
for Linear Image Processing System 
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FIgure 1-1 3. Linear Spatial F i  1 tered Images 
application of the high gain S-filter. Application o f  the low gain 
S-filter results i n  the image shown on Ffgure 1-13(d). 
The preceding examples are based on an image represented by 
only a 32x32 number array and a sewn gray shade display. Pheno 
image processing results using a 340x340 image array and twelve gray 
shades have been achieved by Oppenheim,  chafer, and Stockham [ 4 ] .  
Image processing techniques such as d j s t r i  button 1 inearization and 
image subtraction which do not employ a transformation of  the digi t ized 
image data prove t o  be valuable I n  certain applications [6]. 
2.0 THE ONE-DIMENSIONAL FOURIER TRANSFORM 
A. The Continuous o n e - ~ i k n s i  onal Fourier Transform 
The Fourier transform o f  a continuous funct ion g ( t )  i s  defined. 
where both F(f) and g ( t )  ~y be complex functions. I n  most engineering 
applications the continuous function g(t) w i l l  be real and i t s  Fourier 
transform complex. The i n f o m a t i  on obtained from the Fourier transform 
indicates what waves o f  d i f f e ren t  frequencies must be add i t i ve ly  com- 
bined t o  dupl icate the funct ion g( t ) .  For each value o f  f the corres- 
ponding complex value o f  F(f )  determines the r e l a t i v e  magnitude and 
phase s h i f t  o f  each wave. 
The a b i l i t y  o f  the Fourier transform t o  d is t inguish waves o f  
d i f f e ren t  frequencies can best be expl aSned by using the orthogonal i ty 
property o f  the se t  o f  functions involved, namely, cos2mnfgt and 
sin2nnfot where m and n take on in teger  values and fo i s  the f i r s t  har- 
monic (fundamental) frequency. Le t  T be the period defined as T = l/fo. 
These cosine and sine functions are orthogonal over the in te rva l  f rom 
to t o  tO+T f o r  any to. For sf mpl i c i  ty the value to = 0 w i l l  be used. 
The orthogonal i ty property o f  the functions resuTts i n  the fo l lowing 
ret ationships. 
. c . .  - -7mr 
f cos(2mfot)dt  = 0, f o r  a l l  m f 0 
0 
7 
I sin(2mfot)dt = 0, f o r  a l l  n 
0 
T 
/ sin(2nnfot)cos(2mfot)dt = 0, f o r  a l l  m and n 
0 
T 
I sin(2mn vnf0t)dt = 0, f o r  a l l  m f n 
0 C 
T 
I cos(2mnfot)cos(2nnfot)dt = 0, f o r  a l l  m # n 
0 
In (5) and (6) a non-zero integral is obtained only when m and n a re  
equal ; t hus  
' 2  I cos (2mfOt)dt  = $, fo r  a l l  m 
0 
and / sinL(2mfot)dt  = i, f o r  a l l  n 
0 
The properties of , (4 )  through (8) can now be used t o  ar r ive  a t  some i m -  
- - 
portant re1 a t i  onships tha t  always appear when applying the Fourier 
transform. L e t t i n g  wo = 2nf0, consider the fol lowSng trigonometric 
identf ty: g$i?.4, >- w,*!qp~:-+~qe::+~2 - - -4 ;P+. m:n&wFa~t, ($7 .
e J(wn)%t = (cos mot cos noOt + s ~ n  mot s ~ n  
2 j(cos mtq,t s i n  nwOt + sin mot cos mot )  
Takfng the integral of both sides of equation (9) and applying equa- 
t i o n s  (4) through (8) the following relationships are obtained: 
j2n(mn)f~ td t  = 0, f o r  a l l  m and n / e 
t 
/ e jh(m-n)fgtdt , 0 ,  f o r  a l l  m f n 
0 T, f o r m  = n 
Let g ( t )  i n  equation (1 ) be expressed as a Fourier ser ies:  
Now, g( t )  will be expressed i n  exponential form, which i s  more conven- 
i en t  f o r  application i n  equation (1). 
- -  - ' - 
Fib>'*?T6shplffy t . th%s expression,we introduce a new coefficient to replace . 
*~;+~t:,r..*::r .,. - - R T y . > = ? - X '  <qq*!v:-:; '!*:. -. - 
;- 'r. r .-Lf.- ,.%+*.L - 
. 
b. - . - 
-L. , . 1 --A. <-.. --., ?%r2,z:,L:' ' * . . .  +.: ' - the At and Bf coefficients. By definition, l e t  ,,- - : 
, - 
The new form can now be written as 
Applying equatton (1) the Fourier transform o f  g ( t )  becomes 
Several important properties of the Fourier transform can be determined 
from the above equation: 
a) Comparison of (17) w i t h  - ( l  I )  shows t h a t  the Fourier trans- 
form i s  non-zero only when f = fi, and the value of the ith frequency 
component i s  : 
F(fi) = CiT 
where T i s  the period or time span over which g ( t )  i s  defined. 
b) The range of both t i n  the time domain and f i n  the fre- 
quency domain is from -- to  t-. 
c) If g ( t )  i s  an even function then Bi i n  (15) will be zero - 
and Ci w i  11 be real and equal to Ai . Therefore, the Fourier transform, 
F(fi) will be a real and even function. Similarly, i f  g ( t )  i s  an odd 
function Ai w i l l  be zero and F(fi) will be a complex and odd function. 
d)  I f  g ( t )  consists of both even and odd functions then Ci w i l l  
,, have both r e a l  and imaginary components. As a result the Fourier 
transform w i l l  be complex and consist  o f  both even and odd functions. 
The Fourier transform 1s an inve r t i b l e  transform w i t h  the in- 
vene given by 
By d e f i n i t i o n  l e t  the Fourier transform o f  g(t) be denoted by 
F(f) Rg(t)I 
and ttie inverse transform be denoted by 
A sumnary o f  other useful Fourier transform propert jes w i l l  now be 
given . 
where * denotes the conjugate. 
B. The Discrete One-Dimensional Fourier Transform 
To compute d iscrete Four ier  transforms o f  continhous functions 
wi th d i g i t a l  machines the functions are sampled and represented by a 
series o f  pulses. Only a f i n i t e  number o f  samples are used t o  compute 
the transform. The t i m e  i n te rva l  occupied by the f i n i t e  set o f  samples 
automatically speci f ies the per iod o f  the fundamental frequency i n  the 
frequency domain while the nuder o f  samples taken i n  the time interval 
determine the range o f  frequencies or number o f  harmonics that can be 
detected. Let the finite sequence o f  N samples be represented by 
f(nT) where 0 - < n - < N-1 and T i s  the tine f nterval between samples as 
sham i n  Figure 2-1. 
Figure 2-1. Fin i te  Sampled Data Series 
By def ini t ion the discrete Fourier transform i s  
where the period o f  the fundamental frequency component, fo, i n  the fre- 
quency domain is equal t o  NT or 
1 
fo = m 
By substituting (30) into (29): 
There exists an inverse discrete Fourier transform which enables one to 
return to the time domain and 5s given by 
The orthogona1.i ty propertf es which govern the continuous Fourier 
transform also apply t o  the discrete Fourier transform. If NT i s  the  
period corresponding to  the fundamental frequency, fo, the foll owl ng 
relationships result, assuming p and q are greater or equal to  zero: 
N-1 2w n E sin(+) c o s ( , p )  = 0, for a l l  p and q 
n=0 
L. 
N-1 2 n 27~ n I: sin(*) sin(+)= 0, for p # q 
n=O 
M - 1  w n 
COS($+) c o s ( ? ~ )  = 0, for p + q 
n=O 
RI-1 
z s i n 2 ( v )  = g, for a11 q 
n=O 
N-1 -2nn (q+p) 
c e J ~  = 0, for a l l  q and p greater than zero. 
n=O 
N-1 jZnn(q-p) 
C e N  = 0, for P f q 
n=O . N ,  for p -s q 
The discrete Fourier transform has other characteris t i c s  which 
prove useful when switching back and forth betweb the frequency and 
time domains. Let F(kfo) represent the discrete Fourier transform of 
the time function f (nT)  as shown i n  Figure 2-2. 
(a) Tim Dbmain 
(b) Frequency Domain 
Figure 2-2. Time Domain and Frequency Spectrum Notation 
Applying the def in i t ion  f o r  the discrete * four ier  transform given by ( 31 )  
Applying the de f in i t ion  f o r  the inverse transform given by (32): 
The p la t ionships  shown by equations (43) and (45) serve t o  show that  
both the frequency and time functfons are assumed t o  be periodic with 
the period being determined by the nuher of samples, N. 
Although N samples* are used to compute the discrete Fourier 
transform only N/2 frequency components are obtained. The remaining 
W/2 frequency values correspond to  negative frequency and time. To 
show t h i s  let k i n  equation- (29) assume the value: 
k = N-p, where 0 < p < N/2 - - (46) 
To simplify notation l e t  F(kfo) and F(k) both represent the Fourier 
transform of a frequency component equal t o  k times the fundamental 
frequency, f o e  Also*, i n  the time domain let  f(nT) and f(n) be inter- 
changeable and represent the same time value. The discrete Fourier 
transform of k = N-p is :  
For k equal to kp: 
Let F*(k) denote the conjugate o f  F(k) .  Then from (47) through (49): 
F(N-p) = F(-p) = F*(p) (50) 
The above equation shows that the Fourier transform o f  identical fre- 
quency components which are opposite i n  sign are  the conjugates of each 
other and t h a t  the Fourfer transform values f o r  f <  k < N represent 
values obtained for negative values of k. For example, le t  N and p 
equal 8 and 2 respectively. Then, 
F(6) F(-2) F*(2) 
N Frequency components corresponding t o  k > cannot be accurately 
df stinguf shed according t o  the Sampl i ng Theorem [7]. 
The sampling theorem states that, "if a function o f  time con- 
ta ins no frequencies higher than W Hertz, i t  i s  completely determined 
by giv ing the value o f  the function a t  a series' o f  points spaced 1/2W 
seconds apart." Applying the theorem t o  our case indicates tha t  i n  
order t o  accurately detect any frequency components havi ng a per i  od 
less than twice the sampling in terva l  T, (a frequency greater than 
Nfd2) would necessitate decmasi ng the time i nterval between samples . 
Thus, t o  detect higher frequencies requires higher sampling rates. 
The discrete Fourier transform can be compactly written i n  
mtrl x notation by 1 e t t i  ng 
~ u b s t ~ t u t i n g  t h i s  relat ionship i n t o  equations4(31) and (32) we get  
N-1 
and f ( n ~ )  = Z F(kfo) kfmkn ' k ~ 0  
To simp1 i f y  notation let the fo l  lowing variables be interchangeable: 
f(nT) = fn (55) 
and F(kfo) = Fk ( 56.1 
Now, consider the following vectors : 
where Md are now vectors which represent the discrete time and 
frequency values, respectively, and V i s  a row vector w i th  the vk 
column vectors as i t s  elements. The d iscrete Fourier transform i n  
mtri.x form i s  then: 
F = V * W  (61 
f o r  example, i f  N=4 the transform in matr ix notat ion i s :  
The matr ix i s  an NxN matrix, and due t o  the relationship 
given by (52) the matr ix i s  a symmetric matrix. That i s ,  the matr ix  
i s  symmetric about the main diagonal and the matr ix i s  equal t o  i t s  
transpose. - 
The matrix equation f o r  return ing t o  the t i m e  domain from the . 
frequency domain i s :  
where i s  the inverse o f  the m t r l x .  Due t o  the propert ies o f  
the scalar, W, each element, ank, i n  the matrix, v, i s  the conjugate 
o f  i t s  corresponding element i n  the inverse matrix. 
)Therefore, i f  N=4 the t ime domain values are given by: 
As a complete numerical example let  - f ( n ~ )  be the sum of"two.  
sine waves, &T) and h(nT), as shown i n  Figure 2-3(a), where N=8, T=1, 
and fO=l/8. Using vector notatton the numerical values are: 
1 1 1  1 
( - 1 - 1  -1 ( l j l )  jl 
$1 1 -jl -1 
S(1-jl) 1 S(l+jl) -31 
where S = 1 7 f i  
The discrete Fourier transform o f  f (nT)  i s :  
F =  7 V =  (0, - j4 ,  - j 4 ,  0, 0, 0, j 4 ,  j4) (71 ) 
Notice tha t  F1 and F2 are the conjugates - o f  F6 and F7, respectively, 
and their magnitudes are equal t o  N/2. The resulting frequency spectrum 
i s  shown. i n  Figure 2-3(b). 
(a) Time Domain 
I (b) Frequency Donai n 
Figure 2-3. Df screte Fourier Transform o f  Function 
Consistirig o f  the Sum o f  Two Sinusaids 
3.0 THE TWO-DI)afUSIOb(AL FOURIER TRANSFORM 
A. The Continuous Two-Dimensional Fourler Transform 
Where the one-dknsional  Fourier transform distinguishes sinu- 
sofdal waves o f  d i f f e ren t  frequencies that addttfvikly combine t o  form 
a function i n  one-dimensional space, the two-dimensional Fourier trans- 
form (TDFT) distinguishes sets o f  two-dimensional sinusoidal corrugated 
surfaces which can be addi t ive ly combined t o  form a function i n  two- 
dlmns t onal space. 
Let f (x,y) be a two-dimensional continuous function and F(u ,v) 
be the resul t f n g  TDFT of the function. The relat ionship between the 
two i s :  
Since these equations contain the funct i  on exp [ jh(ux+vy)]  , they can 
be separated i n t o  rea l  cosine terms and imaginary sine terms. Far 
expJanation purposes consider the cosine component, remembering that  
the sine component i s  ident ical ,  except that  i t  i s  i n  the imaginary 
domain. I f  f(x,y) represents the height o r  magnitude a t  each point on 
a two-dimensional surface and a section i s  made through the surface i n  
the x direction, the observed peaks and valleys w i  11 undulate wi th a 
frequency o f  u cycles per u n i t  x. Similarly, a section made i n  the y 
d i rec t ion w i l l  undulate wi th  a frequency o f  v cycles per u n i t  y. What- 
ever  dimensions x and y may have, u and v w i l l  have the dimensions o f  
cycles per un i t  .x or  y. The function cos[2n(ux+vy)} represents a cosi- 
nusoidally corrugated two-dimensional surface whose contours o f  constant 
height o r  magnitude coincide wi th l ines whose equation i s :  
ux + vy = constant 
The frequency domain function F(u,v) therefore, distinguishes what 
sinusoidal corrugations w i t h  frequencies of u cycles per u n i t  x i n  the 
x direction and v cycles per u n i t  y i n  t h e  y direction are required t o  
produce the f(x,y) function. When both the real and imaginary compo- 
nents of F(u,v) are included the proper phase and amplitu~f: of .e@@., &%. --s'~r&>b-e:d %A*$g:;$+T?.JF&g 2-- , - . .- 
corrugation i s  obtained. Suknation of the corrugations then results 
i n  the original two-dimensional surface, f(x,y). 
Another way of looking a t  the TDFT is  that a one-dimensional 
Fourier transform is  made along the x axis  for constant values of y 
to obtain the function g(u,y). Then, a transform is  made along the 
y axis for constant values o f  u to obtain the F(u ,v)  function. 
The two-dimensional Four1 er transform has properties which 
parallel the one-dimensional Fourier transform. If we l e t  R f  (t)] 
denote the Fourier transform o f  f ( t )  these properties are: 
where * denotes convol u t  i on. 
where 7 denotes con jugate. 
B. The Discrete Two-Dimensf onal ~ouriei; Transform 
Let f(m9n) represent the sampled data of a two-dimensional con- 
tinuous function, f(y,x) where the integers m and n correspond to the 
sample numbers along the y and x axes, respectively. .Also, l e t  the cor- 
responding two-dimensional discrete Fourier transform (TDDFT) of f (m,n) 
be denoted as F(k,l). We will make the restriction t h a t  both functions 
can be descrfbad by an NxN square matr ix  o f  real or complex numbers 
where k. 1 , m, and n take on integer values . The subscripts k and 1 
denote the row .and column, respectively, o f  the F(k,l) array and m 
and n denote the row and column, respectfvely o f  the f(m,n) array as 
f l l u s t r a t e d  i n  Figure 3-1. The re lat ionship between the two functions 
To simplify notation F(k,l) and f(m,n) w i  11 be used interchangeably w i th  
Fkl and fm, respectively. The k and 1 variables denote frequency rnul- 






(N-1) (a) (N-1) (b) 
Figure 3-1. Two-Dimensional Array Notation 
The frequency and period re la t ionsh ip  o f  the TDDFT can be shown 
by rewr i t i ng  equation (8) i n  a d i f f e r e n t  form t o  include the fundamental 
frequency variable, fo, and the t i m e  in te rva l  between samples, T o  In-  
c luding the fo and T variables the equation becomes 
Because we restricted ourselves t o  an .NxN array the fundamental period 
i n  both dimensions i s  NT and the fundamental frequency i s  
When the above relationship i s  substituted in to  equation (10) the sam- 
pling interval variable, T B  i s  eliminated which results i n  equation (8). 
The variable arguments f o r  F(k,l)  and f(m,n) i n  equation (11) were 
written as F(kfO,lfO) and f(mT,nT) t o  stress that the k and 1 variables 
represent frequency multiples o f  fo and that the m and n variables re- 
present sampled discrete values. 
To explain the mechanics o f  the TDDFT let f(m,n) represent the 
sum o f  a complex stnusoid o f  frequency, p, i n  the y direct109 and o f  
f ~ u e n c y ,  q, f n the x <  d4mtion., so that 
where C and C can be complex amp1 i tudes. The TDDFT o f  F(m,n) becomes 
P q 
Both terms o f  the above equation have the same form. Therefore, let's 
examine the f i r s t  t e n  on. the r igh t  side by rewri t ing the term as, 
NOW, using the trigonometric ident i  t i es ,  
sin(*y) = sin x cos y + cos x sin y 
and cos (xky) = cos x cos y * sin x s i n  v 
we can rewrite (14) as 
Assunre t ha t  we are holding n constant and i t e r a t i n g  the m var iable from 
0 t o  N-1. During t h i s  summing operation the stnusoidal terms having 
the I n  vartables are constant and equation (17) f o r  the i t e r a t i o n  o f  m 
can be expressed as 
. 
where Kt and K2 are constants. -'-We know fm the orthogonali ty proper- 
s 
t i e s  o f  the s ine and cosine functions t ha t  
N-1 0 for p # k cos[%~-k)ml = for p = k m=O 
N-1 
and Z ~in[%~-k)rn]  = 0 
IF0 
Applying the above relat ionships t o  equation (18) we see t ha t  the only 
condit ion f o r  which G w i l l  be non-zero i s  when p equals k. Simi lar ly,  
P 
q must equal 1 when n i s  being i t e ra ted  f o r  the second term o f  equation 
(13) t o  be non-zero. Thus, the TDDFT i s  able to ,d is t ingu ish  d iscrete 
frequencies i n  two dimensions. 
Other characteri s tl c properties o f  the TDDFT are best expl a i  ned 
hv employing matr ix  notation. By def fn l t ion ,  let the scalar 
so that equrtfon (8.) can be written as 
Now, let the following matrices be defined as: - 
SSnce the variables k, 1, m, and n are a l l  i n  the range froni zero t o  
N-1, the if Icrn matr ix  f o r  the km product i s  ident ica l  t o  t ha t  f o r  the l n  
product. Therefore, 
V = w l n , W k m  
The mgtr ix  equation form o f  the TDDFT can then be w r i t t en  as: 
~ = ~ ~ ~ . ~ . ~ ~ ~ = ~ . . - f . p  (26) 
The inverse transform o f  the  above equation i s  
where -' i s  the inverse o f  the matrix, w. As was discussed i n  Section 
2.0 each element ank i n  the matrix, vs i s  the conjugate o f  i t s  corres- 
ponding element i n  i t s  inverse matrix. Therefore, l e t  the inverse 
matr ix be represented by w* so t ha t  equation (27) can be wr i t t en  as 
'f.tF* l v o  K* 
If we define the matrix, 2 ,  as 
then Y i s .  the matrix formed by takl ng the oned~mens~onal Fourier -trans- 
fom o f  each row o f  the f(m,n) array, and the TDDFT i s  then determined 
by the mlatf onship 
F z V . 7  
Similarly, the inverse transform i s  given'by 
where z* = bi* 
The computer subroutine TWOFFT which will be discussed i n  Sec- 
tion 4.0 was written t o  compute the TDDFT by twice performfng a one- . 
dimensional discrete Fourier transform by the n log n method, which i s  
also known as the fast  FourCer transformmethod [8]. To perform a fast  
Fourier transform the matrix mu1 tip1 ication must be i n  the same form 
and order as shown by equation (28). The method by which the TWOFFT 
-i -7A 
&h*+ T subroutine computes i6i DDF7 i s  as follows: 
1 Perform a one-dimensional f a s t  Fourier transform t o  deter- 
a
mine the matrix 7 as indicated by equation (28). 
2 Take the transpose o f  7 t o  obtain - 
3 Perform a second one-dimensional fast  Fourier transform on - 
the transpose o f  i and the result i s  the transpose o f  the 
TDOFT array. That i s ,  
4 The TDDR array 5s thus obtained by taking the transpose o f  - 
the above relationship to obtain 
F = ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ . ~ ~ ~  (34) 
The WOFFT will also perform an inverse transform t o  recover the 
44 
original array by employing the w* matrix i n  place o f  the matrix. 
* 
The actual TWOFFT subroutine i s  presented i n  Section 4.0. 
. The relationship between the elements of the 7 and F arrays 
can best be demonstrated by a numerical example 'which was used to 
check wt the TWOFFT subroutine. 
Let f (m)  and f(n) be one-dimensional functions that vary along 
the y and x axes, respectively, and each represented by a series of 
eight samples as shown i n  Figure 342. The function f ( m )  represents a 
single cosinusoidal wave where f (n)  represents the sum of a constant 
o f d c  component and two sinusoidal waves. The two functions are then 
def i n& by 
21 7r f(m) = COS-~ = CoS ? El (35) 
and f(n) = 1 + sin t n  * sin f n (36) 
N o w ,  define the two-dimnsianal function f(m,n) as the sum of the above 
so that 
f(m,n) = 1 + sin ?.+ s in  n * cos 3 m (37) 
The above function can be represented by an 8x8 array where m and n re- 
present the row and col umn numbers, respectively. . Thus, the matrix 7 
i n  equation (26) becomes 
I I 1 1 1 I 1 I' 1 
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
n 
(a) X-axi s Component 
(b) Y-axis Component 
Figure 3-2. TWO-~imensi onai Surface Components 
Taking the onedf n#nsfonal t.ransform defined by equation (28) where 
i s  given by equati 
Final ly,  transposi 
on (70) o f  Section 2.0 we get 
ng the 7 matrix and per forming the operation indicated 
by equation (331, and again transposing, the TDDFT i s  given by 
From the above array 
-f, can be obtained. 
1 The dc or -
the f o l l  owing information about 
constant value, .Ao, i s  given by 
the or ig ina l  array, 
2 Since FO1 and EijZ are complex and nun-zero thfs indicates - 
that  the variat ion along the x axis consists o f  the sum of 
a f irst  'and second harmonic sine wave. The amplitude, C,, 
of the nth harmonic is given by 
- 2 F l  
'n F;Z. I On 
Therefore, the two sinusoids have mgni tudes equal t o  unity . 
3 Since the element FI0 is real and non-zero this indicates -
t h a t  the variation along the y axis  consists o f  a funda- 
mental cosine wave w i t h  an amp1 itude of unity as determined 
by equation (42). 
4 The non-zero FOG, FO7. and FTO terms are  conjugates and - 
correspond t o  negative frequency values as indicated by 
equation (50) in Section 2.0. 
Using the information obtaOned i n  the above steps the original function 
can be reconstructed as  s h m '  i n  Figure 3-3 where the variations along 
the x and y axes are  as shawn 5n FIgure 3-2. 
If variations along one axis i s  dependent on both m and n then 
some elements not i n  the first row or  column will have non-zero real 
o r  complex values. An element having both a real and a complex compo- 
n e n t  indicates tha t  the sinusoidal component has a re la t ive  phase shift. 
A property o f  the TDDFT which proves valuable i n  decreasing 
computer storage requirements i s  the fac t  tha t  elements i n  the array 
always appear i n  complex conjugate pairs  and i f  a shift i n  the array 
row and colurm numbering system i s  m.de these p a i r s  are symnetrical 
about the origin. To demonstrate this property l e t  F be an 8x8 array 
n o m l  row and column numberina svstem as shown i n  Mgure 3-4. 

Column Number (1 ) 
Figure 3-4. F(k, l )  Array Numbering System 
SSnce conjugate paf rs represent plus and minus  frequencies the row and 
column numbering system of the r array can be modified to reflect this 
fact. Therefom. if  the row and column numbers 5, 6, and 7 are changed 
t o  -3, -2, .  and -1, mspectively, t o  reflect negative frequencies the 
modified form o f  the array appears as shwn i n  Figure 3-5. This form 
o f  the F ( k , l )  array w i l l  result i f  each element o f  the f (m,n)  array i s  
first multiplied by 
before the TDDFT o f  f(m,n) i s  performed. Therefore, when the array 
F ( k 4  ,I I )  o f  Figure 3-5 i s  fonned by rearranging the elements of the 
F(k,l)  array the conjugate pairs are symmetrical about the origin. 
That is, 
F(-k' , l B )  = F*(kl ,-1 I )  
where * denotes the conjugate. 
The relationship given by equation (44) requires that only one 
of each complex conjugate pair i n  the origjnal F(k , lb )  array be retained 
or stored. Thus, computer storage i s  cut by approximately one half! 
Specifically, only the f i r s t  N/2+1 rows o f  the F(k,l) array need t o  be 
retaf ned. Computer running time i s  also decreased s igni  f i  cantly when 
the array i s  t o  be mathematically al tered before performing an inverse 
transform. The f u l l  NxN array i s  required i f  the inverse transform i s  
t o  be performed. The computer subroutine FILL which i s  discussed i n  
Section 4.0 completes the l a s t  N/2-1 rows o f  the F(k,l) array. The 
array shown i n  Figure 3-6 shows the relat ionship o f  the conjugate pa i r s  
and f s  ident ica l  t o  the array shown i n  Figure 3-4. 




* Denotes conjugate. 
Figure 3-6. Conjugate Pairs o f  the F ( k , l )  Array 
4.0 FORTRAN COMPUTER SUBROUTINES 
To keep the time §pent w r i t i n g  computer p;og;ams a t  a minimum 
the FORTRlW computer subroutines which were created for this report 
employ two existing subroutines developed by other parties. The sub- 
routines written speci f i  cal ly f o r  this report use single subscript 
\ 
notation t o  define the matrix arrays rather, than double subscripts so 
that camputer running time i s  kept a t  a minimum. Double subscript 
notation requires that the computer software perfoim additional wl- 
t ip l l ca t ion  and addition steps t o  locate an element i n  an array. 
Single subscript notatton will significantly reduce computer runn ing  
time i f  large arrays are processed. 
Subroutines TWOFFT, RECORD, 'PROCOL, and FILL were developed 
J 
speciff cally for this report while the subroutines FOURl and PLOTB 
are programs which exist as part o f  the software of the Martin Marietta 
Corporation Data Center a t  Orlando. The FOURl subroutine i s  a version 
o f  the Cooley-Turkey Fast fourier Transform [83 while the PLOTB sub- 
routine i s  a self-scaling plot routine. developed by Martin. Marietta 
Corporati on. 
Subroutine TWOFFT computes the two-dimensional discrete Fourier 
transform (TDDFT) o f  an NxN array as we'll as the inverse transform. 
Subroutine TWOFFT requi res submuti nes FOUR1 , RECORD, PROCOL, and PLOTB. 
The call statement i s  
CALL WOFFT(N,X,ISIGN,IPR,IPL) 
where - the subroutine arguments are: 
N: number o f  rows or columns o f  the NxN array. 
e 
2 X: a complex one-dimensional 1xN array which i s  transformed 
and rep1 aced w i  t h  the transform val ues 
IS16N: t h e  subroutine w i  11 compute the TDDFT if ISIGN equals 
-1 or wjll compute the inverse TDDFT i f  lSIGN equals +1.  
IPR: an index which controls the printing o f  the complex 
numerical values as the transform i s  performed. 
IPR = 0: print turned o f f  # 
= 1 : print the real part only 
= 2: print the imaginary only 
= 3: print the magnitude only 
= 4: print the real and imaginary cbmponents as well as 
the magnitude 
IPL: an index which allows the numerical values available for 
printtng by %he IPR index above to be plotted as a function 
of the tarput array index number. 
IPL = O:no plot requested 
= 1 : plot. the real part 
= 2: plot .the imaginary part 
3; plogr the ml$pitude 
The complete TWOFFT su8rmvtfne whlch performs the two-dimensional dis- 
crete Fourier transform i s  
SUBROUTINE TWOFFT(N x ,ISIGN,.IPR; IPL) 
DIMENSION ~(1024),tf 1024) , 1 ~ ~ ( 1 0 2 4 )  ,Y (1024) 
COMPLEX X,Z 
TAKE FIT OF EACH ROtl 
NQ=N*N 
DO 1 1-1 ,N 
K=(I-I)*N+1 
CALL FOUR1 (X (K)  ,N, ISIGN) 
1 CONTINUE 
IF(IPR.LE.O.AND. IPL.LE.O) GO TO 4 
PRINT 20 
CALL RECORD(NQ~X~IPR,IPL,~~~~IO) 
TAKE THE MATRIX TRANSPOSE. 




IF(IPR.LE.O.AND. IPL.LE.0) GO TO 8 
, PRINT 21 
CALL RECORD(NQ,Z,3.IPL,103,10) 
TAKE FFT OF ROWS OF TRANSPOSED MATRIX, Z 




IF(IPR.LE.O.AND. 1PL.LE.O) 60 TO 17' 
PRINT 22 
CALL RECORD(NQ,Z,3,IPL,103,10) 
TRANSPOSE W R I X  Z TO GET TWO-DIMENSIONAL FFT 
<gf@l 
f F(IS2@.l%.1) cle#4 .FNQ 
w,-lO-I=@t.*RQ - 
la X(I)*X[I)*&.. 
IF(IPR.LE*6.mD* 1PC.LE.O) RETURN 
PRINT 23 
CALL REEORD(NqiXsIPRsIPL,103s10) 
R E f  URN 
20 FORMAT(//50X, 'ONE-DIMMSIOMAL FFT OF ROWS ' /) 
21 FORMAT(//50XS ' TRANSPOSE OF ONE-DIMENSIONAL .FFT' /) 
22 FORMAT(//SOX , ' ONE-DIENSIONAL FFT OF COLUMNS' /) 
23 FORMAT(//SOX, 'TWO-DIMENSIONAL FFT OF IMAGE ' /) 
END 
Subroutine FOUR1 i s  called by the subroutine TWOFFT t o  perform 
one-dimensi onal Fast Four1 er  Transforms on the rows of  two-dimensional 
arrays as discussed i n  Section 3.0. The call statement i s  
CALL FOURI(Y~NE,ISIGN) 
where the subroutine arguments are: 
WE: number o f  elements i n  the row that are t o  be transformed . 
Y: a complex one-dimensional 1xNE array which is transformed 
and rep1 aced with the transform val  ues 
ISIGN: the same variable used i n  the TWOFFT subroutine and 
specifies the transform direction. 
Subroutine RECORD i s  called by subroutine TWOFFT. The function . 
o f  subroutine RECORD i s  t o  inspect the state of the I P R  and IPL argu- 
ments. and control the plotting and p r i n t o u t  of selected variables i n  
the M F F T  subroutine. The call statement for th is  subroutine i s 
CALL RECORD(NQ,X ,IPR,IPL,NR,NC) 
where the subroutine arguments are: 
X: the one-dimensional array which i s  t o  be printed o r  plotted ' 
NQ: total l eng th  of the x array 
IPR: the s a w  meaning as indicated for the TWOFFT subroutine 
IPL: Ule same meaning as indicated for the TWOFFT subroutine 
HC: when the-.printout o f  a variable i s  requested NR specifies 
the number o f  rows t h a t  are t o  be printed. 
Subroutine RECORD is best explained by citing an example. Suppose the 
array t o  be printed has 300 elements and the page is only wtde enough 
t o  print 10 elements. Then by making NC and NR equal t o  10 and 30, 
respectively, the pr in tou t  will consist of 30 rows having 10 variables 
per row. The complete RECORD subroutine is 
SUBROUTINE RECORD(N , X ,  IPR,IPL,NR,NC) 
DIMENSION .~(l024) ,ZR(1024) ,ZI (1 024) ,ZM(1024) ,WF(lO24) 
COMPLEX X 
DO 1 I=1 ,N 
WF(I)=I 





IF(IPR.NE.~) GO TO (5,2,3,4) ,IPK 
2 PRINT 20 
CALL PROCOL(NC,NR,ZR) 
IF(IPR.NE.4) GO TO 5 
PRINT 21 
CALL PROCOL(NC ,NR,ZI) 
IF(IPR.NE.4) GO TO 5 
PRINT 22 
CALL PROCOL(NC,NR,ZM) 
I F  1PL.LE.O) RETURN - 
I F  t IPL.NE.4) GO TO (6.7.8),IPL 
CALL PLOTB(1 ,WF,l ,ZRsl ,N,1 ,0,1 ,0) 
IF(IPL. NE.4) RETURN 
CALL PLOTB(1 ,WF,1 ,ZI 91 ,N,I ,0,lS0) 
IF(IPL.NE.4) RETURN 
CALL PLOTB(1 ,WF,I ,ZM,l ,N,1 ,0,1,0) 
RETURN 
FOWT /1 O X ,  ' REAL PART ' /) 
FORMAT /lOX,'IMAGINARY PART'/) 
END 
I 
FORMAT(/l OX, ' MAGNITUDE ' /) 
Subroutine PROCOL i s  called by the RECORD subroutine. The 
function o f  subroutine PROCOL i s  to inspect the NC and NR variables 
and convert the one-dimensional array, x ,  to an array having NC 
columns and NR rows. The call statement i s  
CALL PROCOL(NC ,NR,X) 
whew the subroutine arguments are: 
NC: number o f  colums t o  be printed. 
NR: number o f  rows t o  be .printed 
X: the one.-dimensional array that i s  to be converted to an 
NRxNC array for printfng 
The complete PROCOL subrouthe i s  
SUBROUTINE PROCOL(NX,NY ,X) 
DIMENSION X(1024),Z(1024) 
N=1024 








DO 3 kl ,KSTOP 
TX=IXX+K 
z [ K ~ = x (  IX j 
3 CONTINUE 




10 FORMRT(2X,I3,1X,lOF11 .4) 
END 
Subroutine PLOTB i s  call ed by the RECORD subroutine .and i s  a 
self-scaling plot routf ne which was used solely as a diagnostic device 
for checkinfg out the TWOFFT program and i s  not an integral part o f  the 
TWOPFT subroutine. 
The functian of subroutine FILL i s  to  accept the f i r s t  N/2+1 
rows o f  the F(k,l) array discussed i n  Section 3.0 and compute the 
elements that  are required to complete the l a s t  N/2-1 rows.' The sub- 
routine call statement f s  
where the subrouttne B t~ am: 
X: the one-dimnsTona7 friput array which has the number o f  
elements qua1 to the number o f  elements contained i n  the 
first N/il*l. mns o f  the F (k , l )  array. 
. NX: the nurnber n f  crl I3 ~ntatn@d ill the array x e  
Y: the one-dlmstonal output array which contains all elements 
o f  the complete F[k ,l ) array. 





DJHERSIOW X(NRED) ,Y (NTOT) 
COWLEX X,Y 
NRP=NX-1 
DO 1 N=1 ,N'RED 
I Y(N)=x(N) 
DO 2 N=1 ,NSTP 
K=NX*N+I 
FfelSldT-N*NX+1 
2 Y(H)=CONJG(X(K)  
DO3 N=1 ,NSTP 
K4N XJiN+l 
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